Evidence for a water-soluble intermediate in exchange of cholesterol between membranes.
The mechanism of inter-membrane cholesterol exchange has been a matter of some debate. Evidence from kinetic studies indicates that cholesterol must transfer to and from membranes in a water-soluble form. In this study attempts have been made to demonstrate that this occurs using either dialysis membranes or a barrierless multiphase polymer system to physically separate the membranes. In both systems small amounts of cholesterol were seen to transfer from one membrane pool to another using both liposomes and erythrocyte membranes as donors or acceptors. The cholesterol transfer was shown to be independent of the movement of other membrane components. The amount of transfer observed was limited by the physical properties of the systems employed. The barrier to cholesterol transfer in the dialysis membrane system is primarily the pore size of the membrane, while in the multiphase polymer system the transfer was limited by the viscosity of the medium and the distance between the lower and upper phases containing the membranes. Nevertheless, the results provide evidence that cholesterol transfer is by a dissociation of molecules from membranes into the aqueous medium and does not require the formation of a collision complex between the membranes.